This paper addresses the problem of identifying the minimal pipelining needed in an asynchronous circuit (e.g., numberlsize of pipeline stagesflatches required) to satisfy a given performance constraint, thereby implicitly minimizing area and power for a given performance. In contrast to the somewhat analogous problem of retiming in the synchronous domain, we first show that the basic pipeline optimization problem for asynchronous circuits is NP-complete. This paper then presents an efficient branch and bound algorithm that can find the optimal pipeline configuration for moderately-sized problems. Our experimental results on a few scalable system models demonstrate that our novel branch and bound solver can find the optimal pipeline configuration for models that have up to 235 possible pipeline configurations.
Introduction
Most designs use a global clock to synchronize data flow. Recently, however, asynchronous designs, have demonstrated potential benefits in low power, high average performance, composability, and improved noise immunity and electromagnetic compatability. Many tools and techniques have been developed to address hazard-freedom and area minimization. Estimation and optimization of their performance, however, remains somewhat of a stumbling block. The basic problem is that the complex interaction of various handshakingprotocols makes direct optimization for performance very difficult.
There are two basic approaches to performance optimization of asynchronous circuits. The first approach involves using performance analysis techniques to guide manual or semi-automated design changes(e.g., [16] ). The altemative approachis to developsynthesis techniques that directly optimize for performance. Successful efforts in this area have addressed transistor sizing [5], technology mapping [6] , and allocation and scheduling (e.g., [3, 2, 11) in highlevel synthesis.
This paper formalizes a new performance optimization area for asynchronous circuits called pipeline optimization. In particular, previous research is either at a much lower level than pipelining (e.g., logic synthesis) or assumes that the pipelining is fixed (e.g., in high-level synthesis). More specijically, to the best of our knowledge, no automated tool exists to indicate the degree of pipelining (e.g.. number of pipeline stages) needed to achieve a given performance. In other words, while it is well-known that good pipelining design styles in asynchronous circuits are critical to reduce the asynchronouscontrol circuit overhead (e.g., [17, 16]) , it is more difficult to determine the best means of breaking up a large combinational block into pipeline stages to achieve a given performance. In +This work is funded in part by NSF Grant CCR-9812164.
fact, recent experiences suggest this optimization problem is getting more difficult. Namely, Caltech researchers et al. propose partitioning asynchronous data-paths into bit-slices and pipelining between bit-slices to achieve higher throughput [12, 71. When combined with standard pipelining between functional component boundaries, this creates a complex 2-dimensional pipeline. As a general rule in asynchronous design, the number of pipeline stages increases the power and area of the design due to extra completion sensing and control logic. Thus, one reasonable objective for pipeline optimization is to identify the minimal pipelining needed to satisfy a given performance constraint, thereby implicitly minimizing area and power for a given performance.
It may be worth pointing out similarities with a somewhat analogous problem of retiming [14] in the domain of synchronous circuits. In particular, like our problem, one basic version of retiming is to achieve a desired cycle time with the fewest number of latches. In addition, like retiming, we do not significantly change the structure of the circuit. That is, we currently do not consider resynthesizing the circuit jointly with pipeline optimization. The key difference between the two problems, however, is that in the synchronous domain an initial assignment of latches must be given and the number of latches along any cycle must not be changed. In contrast, for our problem, the initial latch assignment is not necessary and the correctness requirements on the number of latches along a cycle are different. This paper first proposes an abstract model of the circuit on which the basic pipeline optimization problem can be defined. This abstract model is sufficient to characterize a variety of pipelining schemes, including those from Williams andcaltech [17, 12] . However, it is currently restricted to deterministic pipelines (no-choice) and only considers fixed delays. Given that the basic synchronous retiming problem can be optimally solved in polynomial time [ll] , we first explored the complexity of our optimization problem. One contribution of this paper is a proof that the defined asynchronous pipeline optimization problem is NP-complete. In addition, we present an efficient branch and bound algorithm which demonstrates the feasibility of the optimization problem for moderately-sized models. Our experimental results on a few scalable models of asynchronous systems that our branch and bound solver can successfully find the optimal solution among over 235 pipeline configuration.
The organization of the remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents pipeline analysis background and Section 3 describes the model on which we formulate the optimization problem. Section 4 then proves NP-completeness of our problem while Section 5 describes an relatively efficient exact solution based on a branch and bound approach. Sections 6 and 7 present experimental results, conclusions, and potential directions for future work.
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As an example, the intuition behind the first of the three cycles is as follows. After stage i evaluates, stage i + 1 can evaluate, followed by stage i + 2. Once stage i + 2 evaluates, the results from stage i + 1 are no longer needed and it can precharge. Once stage i + 1 pre-charges, stage i can re-evaluate, completing the cycle. The cyfor each three-pipeline-stage sequence. More specifically, the cycle time is the maximum of this lower bound and the cycle metrics associated with all loop dependencies.
Note that the marked graph in Figure l (a) is general but ignores the control and completion sensing overheads. In contrast, the marked graph in Figure l(b) illustrates a more detailed model of a specific pipeline style, namely Williams' PSO pipeline scheme. For this marked graph, a sequence of three stages yields the following three one-token cycles:
cle time is lower bounded by the maximum of the above quantity
For general PSO pipelines that contain forks and joins the above eouations must be modified to include control circuit overhead. The optimization techniques developed in this paper focus on the general class of pipelines in which each sequence of 3 stages contributes some number of one-token cycles which covers most 
Background: Asynchronous Pipelines
Previous work related to performance of asynchronous piwlines pipeline strategies of current interest. We-assert, however, that extensions to pipeline strategies in which fewer than 3 or more than 3 stages yield one-token cyc1es are sh;light-fomard. have focused on assuming a given structure of an asynciknous pipeline and analyzing its performance. For example, a deterministic pipeline is generally partitioned into a set of stages each con- [17, 10, 18, 13] .' In particular, eachcycle in the graph has a cycle metric that is the sum of the delays of all associated transitions divided by the number of tokens that can reside in the cycle. The cycle time of a deterministic pipeline is defined as the largest cycle metric in its marked graph representation [5, 131. The largest cycle metric in the marked graph either arises from pipelining constraints or from algorithmic loop dependences. For example, in asynchronous pipeline rings which implement iterative algorithms, e.g., Williams' asynchronousdivider [ 171, the cycle time may be dictated by how long it takes for a data or bubble (i.e., a single token) to travel around the ring.
We first consider the marked graph illustrated in Figure l (a)? This marked graph abstractly models pipelines using both Williams style PCO and PSO scheme [17] as well as some of Caltech's precharge-logic pipelining schemes [12] . For this marked graph, there exists three one-token cycles, containing only one-token, for every sequence of three pipeline stages as follows: z(F;') +Z(Fi'+l) +z(F,$2) +z(4$1), ' Due to space limitations, we refer the interested reader to [13] for a fonnal introduction to marked graphs and their application to performance analysis.
'Note that the places in the marked graphs are omitted for brevity.
The abstract circuit models used for analyzing pipelines assume a fixed pipeline structure and thus cannot be directly used as a model to optimize the pipeline structure itself. More specifically, a pipeline optimization model must characterize the set of possible pipeline structures. This section describes our proposed model. and a control overhead delay for function reset z( ci) .
Our
The nodes S represent candidate boundaries between pipeline stages called slots. The labels F denote slots which have preassigned abstract latches that delineates pipeline stage boundaries.
The labels L denote which slots are to be assigned abstract Zatches. Note that the presence of the latch changesthe implied control structure of the circuit but does not necessarily represent a physical logic entity. In particular, note that many of the Williams style pipeline [17] neednot have explicit latches. In particular, the set of combinational logic blocks in between two slots that are assigned abstract latches is one stage. An example of asynchronous linear pipeline is in Figure 2 . Note that introducing more than one slot in between stages (by adding a fictitious functional units with zero delay) facilitates the introduction of explicit latches to further increase throughput (such as in PCl andPS1 [17] ).
The labels M denote the edges ui for which independent data can initially reside. We require that every loop in the pipeline optimization model contain at least one edge that is labeled with a data. However, loops may have multiple such labeled edges, reflecting the algorithmic intention to have multiple independent data flowing simultaneously through the circuit. Thus, more generally, we require that every loop in the pipeline optimization model be assigned enough abstract latches to support the number of edges ui labeled with independent data. For example, for both Williams' PSO and PCO schemes, the minimum number of abstract latches to support d independent data is 2d + 1 [17, 161. Also, we must consider terminal slots that have either no incoming or no outgoing edges. To ensure the cycle time can be computed, we require that terminal slots be pre-assigned abstract latches. Otherwise it is unclear how to account for the delay of units attached to terminal slots when computing the cycle time. These two conditions together ensure the cycle time is well-defined.
The function evaluation delay of stagei is defined as z(4) = & E s r a g e i~( f j ) . The reset delay of stagei is defined as z(Ri) = wujEsrageiT(r,) based on the assumption that all units within a stage resets (e.g., precharges) simultaneously. The completion sensing delays of stagei is set to the last unit's completion sensing delay for both function evaluation and reset. The intuition here is that the completion sensing units for the other units are not needed and can be discarded. Similarly, the control overhead delays of stagei (for both function evaluation and reset) is defined as the first unit's control overhead delays.
The output of the optimization problem is a subset of slots to be assigned abstract latches and is referred to as an abstract larch assignment. Thus, the min-abstract-latch pipeline optimization problem is to find a minimum cardinality abstract latch assignment that yields a cycle time that is well-defined and less than or equal to a given constraint 6. Example To make this model more concrete, consider the pipeline optimization model for a Huffman decoder [4] depicted in Figure 3 using the PSO pipeline scheme. The model decomposes the Huffman circuit into 11 units separated by 9 slots and includes the estimated delays for each unit. There are three loops in this optimization model, each representing an algorithmic loop dependency. The maximum sum of the unit evaluation delays (reset evaluation delays) along any such loop represents a lower bound on the cycle time. In this case, the evaluation delays of the top loop dominates, w yielding a lower bound of 46. 3 
Complexity Analysis
Given that the basic synchronous retiming problem can be optimally solved in polynomial time [ 113, it seems prudent to determine the complexity of our problem before exploring efficient algorithms. This section proves that our problem is NP-complete for the simplified pipelining performance model depicted in Figure l(a) . This graph is equivalent to the more complicated marked 3Thus, our optimization problem is to find a minimum abstract latch assignment that yields a cycle time of no larger than 46. The intuition behind these results is that, in general, the number of potentially-optimal pipeline configurations in an asynchronous circuit is much larger than considered by synchronous retiming for a similar-sized problem.
We define the Asynchronous Pipeline Decision (APD) problem as the task of determining whether there exists a pipelining strategy using K or less abstract latches for which the pipeline cycle time is well-defined and less than or equal to 6. We prove this problem is NP-complete by reduction to 3SAT problem in two steps. where S is a set of slots, U is a set of units, and no cycle consists of less than three slots. We define a 3UlL assignment as the task of determining whether there exist a set of slots S' c S with cardinality less than or equal to K, for which every terminal slot is in S' and every three consecutive unit sequence should span at least one slot in S'. The first stepof our proof involves showing that the 3U1L problem is NP-complete.
To do this, we follow the same reduction strategy to 3SAT from the vertex cover problem [8]. We observed that ensuring every three unit sequence is spanned by at least one slot in S' is equivalent to ensuring that every middle unit is touched by at least one slot in S'.
Mapping units to edges and slots to vertices, this is equivalent to ensuring that all middle edges must be covered by selected vertices, which is the key point behind the following proof.
Lemma 1 Complexity of 3U1L Assignment (3UlL)
The 3UILproblem is NP-complete.
Proof (Sketch) First, the 3UlLproblem is in NP because amodified depth-first-search algorithm can verify that every that every tenninal slot is in s', every three unit sequence contains a slot in s', and that S' is the appropriate size in polynomial time. To prove 3U1L is NP-hard, we show that our problem can be reduced to the 3SAT problem which is known to be NP-complete.
We first construct a graph G = (&U) and a positive integer 
{ a~[ f , a 3 [ j l } , { a 3 [ j l~a l [ f ) )
The third and last subgraph consists of only communication units and is the only subgraph that depends on which literals occur in the clauses of the 3SAT problem. For each clause x, E X , let the three literals inx, be denotedby pi, qi and ri. Then, let the communication units of Ai be given by
uj' = { {~j l a l [ j l } , { q j , a 2 [ j l } , {rj,a3bI}}
The construction of our instance of 3U1L is composed by setting K = 3121 + 21x1 and G = (S, U) where S is an union of all Si and S$ and U is an union of Ui, U! and U;. Note, that this construction clearly has polynomial time complexity. Now, we show that the original 3SAT problem is satisfiable if and only if the constructed 3U1L problem is satisfiable. First, suppose that S' C S is a valid solution of 3U1L for G with IS'( 5 K. S' must contain at least three slot from each and at least two slots from eachAj. Since K = 3/21 + 21x1, however, we can further conclude that S' must contain exactly three slots from each T , two of which are terminal slots, and exactly tivo slots from each A,. Note that the third (non-terminal) slot chosen in each q defines which variable, zj or fi, is set to one in the solution to the 3SAT problem. To see how this truth assignment satisfies each of the clauses x j E X , consider the three units in U;. Exactly one of these three units must not be attached to a slot in S'n A, because only two of the three slots in Aj can be in S'. This slot thus must be connected to a slot zi ( f i ) that is in S' which implies that the clause x j is satisfied. For the other direction, suppose a truth assignment satisfies X . The corresponding 3U1L solution S' contains three slots from each q, two of which are the terminal slots and one defined by the truth assignment, and two slots from each A,, corresponding to the slots not connected to the third (non-terminal) slot of T. This set of selectedslots ensures that every three consecutive unit sequence has at least one selected slot. The second step of the proof requires the following useful definitions. We define a sequence of units to be decomposedinto k stages by a slot assignment if the units are part of k distinct stages (as defined by the slot assignment). We say a sequenceof units is a violating unit sequence (VUS) if the sequence must be decomposed into at least 4 stages in order to satisfy the cycle time constraint, 6, i.e., there doesn't exist any slot assignmentthat yields a well-definedcycle time less than or equal to 6 that decomposes the sequence of units into 3 or fewer stages. We say a sequence of slots is a violating slot sequence (VSS) if it is spanned by a VUS, i.e., their exists a VUS that connects the sequence of slots.
Theorem 2
The pipeline cycle time is less than or equal to 6 if and only ifevery VUS spansparts of at least4 stages, i.e.. contains units in 4 distinct stages. In other words, the corresponding VSS must contain at least 3 abstract latches.
Proof (Sketch) -+: We first prove that if every VUS spans at least 4 stages, the cycle time constraint 6 is satisfied. To prove this, we prove the equivalent statement that if the cycle time constraint 6 is not satisfied, there must exist a VUS which constitutes at most 3 stages. To see this, note that to violate 6, there must exist at least three consecutive stages whose cycle time is larger than 6. The sequence of units that correspond to this sequence of stages is a W S , thereby completing this part of the proof.
+:
If cycle time constraint 6 is satisfied, every W S constitutes parts of at least4 stages. We prove the above statement by contradiction. Assume that that cycle time constraints 6 is satisfied but that there exists a VUS with three or less stages. By the definition of pipeline cycle time, this VUS however implies that 6 is violated, a contradiction.
Finally, we prove NP-completeness of APD problem by restricting the APD problem such that ~( c ) = 0.2 and 6 = 0.99 and showing a reduction to the 3U1L problem.
Theorem 3 The APD problem is NP-complete.
Proof (Sketch) We first show that APD problem E NP. To verify that a given solution R to the APD problem is valid, we must verify that it has less than or equal to K slots and that it yields a circuit whose cycle time satisfies the given cycle time constraint 6. The first part involves counting the number of slots in R and the second part of the problem involves finding the longest sequence of three stage delays which can be solved using a trivially modified version of depth first search. Thus, both of these steps take polynomial time.
Next, to prove the APD problem is NP-hard, we provide a polynomial-time algorithm that maps any instance of the 3U1L problem to an instance of the APD problem. First, we construct an APD problem instance G' from an instance of 3UlLproblem. Every unit ui in G is divided into two unit u i ,~ and ui,2 in G'. Moreover, for each new slot created, we create two additional slots and add units in between the three slots to make a directed ring of size 3. Thus, G' consists of 51UI units and IS1 + 3/UI slots. The transformation from G to G' can be done easily in polynomial time. Next, we prove that there exists a subset of slots with cardinality less than or equal to Klatches that satisfies any instance of the 3U1L problem if and only if there exists a latch assignment using K' = K+ 31UI that satisfies the constructed instance of the APD problem.
Lets consider both directions of the if and only if condition. First, suppose there exists a latch assignment with K latches that satisfies the 3U1L problem. We observe that a property of our construction is that every five unit sequence in G' has a corresponding 3 unit sequence in G. In particular, every five unit sequence in the constructed graph G' consists of two newly added slots and two slots that were consecutive in G, one of which must be in the solution to the 3U1L problem. Consider the slot assignment in which, in addition to the selected latches in the 3U1L solution, every newly added slot is assigned a latch. First, notice that this assignment requires less than or equal to K + 31UI latches. Second, notice that solution guarantees that every five unit sequence in the constructed graph spans three latches, that the cycle time is well-defined and is less than or equal to 6.
Conversely, suppose there exists a satisfying latch assignment using less than or equal to K' = K + 31UI latches for an instance of APD problem. Another property of our construction is that every three unit sequence in G has two corresponding five unit sequences in G'. Each corresponding five unit sequences spans two slots that were consecutivein G and two newly created slots. Any solution to the APD problem must assign a latch to one of the consecutive slots in G. Consider the solution to the 3U1L problem created by selecting these slots in G. Each three unit sequence in G spans a selected slot and the number of selected slots must be less than or equal to K, thereby completing the proof.
An example of mapping a 3U1L problem to an APD problem is depicted in Figure 5 .
Proper Decomposition of Violating Unit Sequence
To solve the general optimization problem, we first introduce the following definitions. A VUS is Properly Decomposed (PD) by a slot assignment if the following conditions are satisfied:
Condition 1 Covering condition: The VUS is decomposed into at least 4 stages by the slot assignment.
Condition 2 Satisfying condition:
The VUS does not contain any (complete) sequence of stages which violate 6.
Let M be a set of VUS such that every sequence of units is either a subset of a W S in M or a superset of a VUS in M, that is no sequence can just partially intersect or disjoint with all VUS in M.
Lemma 2 The cycle time is met ifand only ifall VUS E Mareproperly decomposed.
Proof ( 
m
The key theorem that identifies our optimization approach follows directly from the above lemma. 
Branch and Bound Algorithm
There exist a variety of techniques that may be used to solve our minimization problem. The most general technique is to cast the problem as an integer programming problem and use generic IP solvers. Altematively, one could define a BDD describing the possible solutions for each VSS and take the product of all such BDDs. Any path through the BDD that leads to one represents a valid solution and the path with the minimal number of "1" branches, represents a minimal solution [15]. Both of these solution strategies, however, do not take advantage of the structure of the solution space and thus may be inefficient. In contrast, this section proposes an efficient branch and bound algorithm that incorporates a new lower bound technique tailored to our problem. Moreover, we assert that our branch and bound algorithm is more robust than possible BDDbased techniques because it may be terminated early to obtain anonoptimal solution whereas BDD-based approaches may catastrophically fail if the BDD-size blows up.
The nodes in our branch and bound tree represent slots. Each node has up to two children, one representing the partial solution in which the slot is assigned an abstract latch, referred to as a slorassigned-child, and the other representing the partial solution in which the slot is not assigned an abstract latch, referred to as a slotexcluded-child. Each node is associated with the set of VSSs that contain that slot. Each time a new abstract latch is added to a partial solution we compute the subset of associatedVSSs that are properly decomposed. We do not searchthe subtree routed at a slot-assignedchild when 1) the number of abstract latches assignedup to that child node plus the derived lower bound for that subtree is larger or equal to the current best solution or 2) the child node represents a solution better than the current best, in which case the current best solution is updated, or 3) the cycle metrics associated with any loop dependency exceeds 6. 4 We do not search the subtree routed at a slot-excluded-04 when we determine there exist no feasible solution for a VSS associated with the slot. In the traditional branch and bound approaches to covering problems, the MIS-QUICK independent-set-based lower bound algorithm [9] is widely used because its simple and fast. We generalize this algorithm to our optimization problem as follows. For each node in the branch and bound tree, we create a lower bound graph consisting of a vertex for each VSS and an edge between every two VSSs that share at least one slot. Each vertex is labeled with the number of additional abstract latches needed to be assigned for the VSS to be satisfied (which, recall, is only one of two conditions to be properly decomposed). Each edge is labeled with the number of slots shared between the two VSSs. We define the weight of a vertex as the sum of connected edge labels divided by the vertex label. We identify the vertex with the minimum weight and decrease all connected vertices by the minimum of the identified vertex's label and the connecting edge label. We then remove the identified vertex along with all connected edges and iterate. It can be easily verified that the sum of the identified verticies' labels is a lower boundof our problem. Figure 6 shows an example of one iteration of our lower bound heuristic.
Experimental results
We have implemented a prototype of our algorithm in C. To demonstrate its feasibility and limitations, we applied it to the asynchronous Huffman decoder model depicted in Figure 3 as well as three scalable asynchronous circuit structures, a linear pipeline, a pipeline ring, and a pipelined ring-of-ring structure. We tested linear pipelines and pipeline rings with 20,25,30 and 35 slots. The last structure (ring-of-rings) we tested with 5 rings, each ring containing 10 slots, with 2 slots shared by crossing rings. Thus each ring communicates with 2 adjacent rings, as illustrated in Figure 7 .
For all examples, we choose Williams' PSO pipeline scheme. For all scalable examples, the function evaluation delay, the function reset delay, the completion sensing delay for evaluation and the completion sensing delay for reset are randomly generated between 10.0 and 30.0,5.0 and 15.0, 1.0 and20.0, and 1.0 and 10.0, respectively. Table 1 shows the experimental results of our algorithm with and without the lower boundalgorithm (presentedin Section 6) enabled. When the lower bound algorithm is enabled, the run time is cut by a factor of up to two orders of magnitudes. The results demonstrate that using our lower bound algorithm, the optimal pipeline configuration for moderately-sized problem is feasible. It is also important to note that for large systems, the run-time can be reduced by either removing slots from consideration or pre-assigning slots with abstract latches. For instance, we ran additional experiments where for each structure, we pre-assigned several selected slots with abstract latches. As shown in Table 1 , the run-times are significantly reduced.
Conclusions
This paper formalizes a new asynchronous pipeline optimization problem common to a variety of pipelining styles and proves that it is NP-complete. It then proposes an efficient branch and bound algorithm for the exact solution. The experimental results suggest that the algorithm is feasible for moderately sized systems. Moreover, complexity reduction methods for its application to larger systems are also presented and evaluated.
There are many interesting future directions for this research. For example, although the algorithm as described is restricted to models that do not exhibit choice, the approach can also heuristically be applied to systems with choice modeled by, e.g., free-choice Petri nets. The idea is to sequentially apply the algorithm to distinct choicefree behaviors (e.g., marked graph components) from those with highest probability to those with lowest probability. Specifically, the abstract latches assignedin one iteration would be assumedpreassignedfor the remainder of the optimization process. Other more effective strategies may also be possible and are an interesting area of future research. In addition, extensions that allow stochastic delays may also be possible and useful. 
